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Introduction

• MP3 is one of the most popular audio compression methods

• MP3 compression leaves distinct compression artifacts in
the compressed bitstream, which can be used for forensics
analysis

• Our proposed method can localize parts of an MP3 audio
that are multiply compressed—this can be used to detect
audio splicing attacks or speech synthesis attacks

• In a typical speech synthesis attack, the attacker decodes an
MP3 audio acquired from the Internet into the time domain
and replaces a temporal segment with an uncompressed
audio signal generated with speech synthesis methods; the
spliced audio is compressed again with MP3
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The spliced temporal audio signal is compressed using MP3 again for distribution
Figure 1: The typical process of a speech synthesis attack.

In the compressed spliced audio, the green region (decoded
from MP3) is compressed twice using MP3, whereas the
magenta region (generated by speech synthesis methods)
is compressed once; our proposed method can localize
the compression inconsistency and determine the temporal
location of the spliced audio segments

Approach

• Our method uses low-level MP3 encoding parameters to
make decisions

Fields Description
part_23_length Size of coded binary data
scalefactor, scalefac_compress,
scalefac_scale, preflag Scalefactor value info

global_gain, subblock_gain,
big_values, region_count Quantization step sizes

table_select, count1_table Huffman table selection info
block_type, mixed_block_flag Sub-band window selection info
mdct_coef Decoded MDCT coefficients

Table 1: The list of MP3 encoding parameters used by our method.

• For each temporal segment (i.e., frame) of the audio signal,
we extract MP3 encoding parameters from the compressed
signal and generate a corresponding feature vector using
different preprocesssing techniques

• Our method analyzes 𝐿 = 20 frames at a time; the feature
vectors from the 𝐿 frames are processed by a transformer
neural network to generate 𝐿 binary valued labels indicating
whether each frame has been multiply compressed or not
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Figure 2: The block diagram of our proposed method.

Results and Conclusion

• We trained and tested our method using uncompressed
audio signals from LJSpeech [1], GTZAN [2], and MAESTRO
[3]

• We compared the performance of our method against other
approaches that used MP3 codec information for multiple
compression detection

Method Jaccard
Score 𝐹1-score Balanced

Accuracy
Yan et al. [4] 13.53 18.71 53.35
Yang et al. [5] 30.73 40.95 55.28
Liu et al. [6] 48.18 58.91 68.72
Our Approach 80.50 84.43 84.49

Table 2: Performance metrics comparison.

Num. MP3 Compression
Method Single Double Triple Overall

Yang et al. [5] 67.28 43.51 43.02 43.27
Yan et al. [4] 91.71 14.86 15.10 14.98
Liu et al. [6] 79.36 57.27 58.85 58.06
Our Approach 84.61 83.76 84.92 84.34

Table 3: The recall of each method against
the number of MP3 compressions.

Last MP3 Comression Type
Method C64 C128 C160 C192 V1 V2 V4 V6

Yan et al. [4] 17.30 6.86 6.80 4.87 22.80 23.23 22.59 17.55
Yang et al. [5] 19.27 70.75 71.71 66.21 45.58 39.05 27.12 22.06
Liu et al. [6] 58.45 56.48 54.47 55.01 55.15 56.41 57.47 67.93
Our Approach 73.09 88.06 89.65 90.84 93.31 91.21 83.52 65.51

Table 4: The recall of multiple compression localization for each method against selected last
MP3 compression types. CBR compression is denoted by C<bit rate>; VBR compression is
denoted by V<quality index>.

• Our proposed method temporally localizes multiple compres-
sions at the frame level, which provides finer localization
granularity

• The experiments showed that our method had the best per-
formance compared to other approaches and was robust
against many MP3 encoding compression settings

• In the future, we will extend our technique to audio compres-
sion methods such as AAC
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